
Why the ______________  
Drum and Bugle Corps 
should reinstate their 
cymbal line in 2020
Identity & Philanthropy 

Be Different
For the 2019 season, four world class corps cut their cymbal lines. Do you know what 
would happen if _____ Drum and Bugle Corps brought back their cymbal line in 2020? 
It would be a riot. The alumni would rally and the DCI community would celebrate the 
corps. There is no surplus of positive news in drum corps and it excites me to think 
about such a thrilling release.

As a close spectator and fan of the _____ Drum and Bugle Corps for the last several 
years, one draw to the percussion ensemble for me is how it has paved its own path in 
approach, sound, and design. It’s admirable how different and unique this group is from 
any other top 12 corps. Orchestrating and incorporating a cymbal line into this dynasty 
fits the mold and will further establish the values of the percussion ensemble.

Sound Different
Putting a cymbal line on the field this summer will open up the musical palette, creating 
new possibilities for the music ensemble. It is the only instrument in the battery that can 
create a sustained sound and that has a metallic sound range. I am very open to 
collaborating your vision with my own of a marching cymbal line to create the most 
impressive line on the field this summer- or any summer.
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Education
_____ Drum and Bugle Corps would have the opportunity to host educational clinics 
for cymbal players during auditions and while on the road. I’ve seen first hand both in the 
States and abroad how performers so badly want to learn about cymbals and yet the 
resources aren't there. I’ve taught students that traveled across their country border to 
be able to spend just one day playing cymbals. For _____ to open up that door for 
cymbal players around the country to come play and learn next to the rock stars of the 
DCI cymbal community would be instrumental and incredibly memorable for those 
students. Participants of the _____ experience clinics in (insert city) and (insert city) 
would receive better information than they’ve gotten in years past. It's a win-win when it 
comes to education.

Attract More Talent
At this point in the outdoor marching community there’s more talent than there are 
spots for cymbal players- a big shift that we’ve seen over the past decade. _____ Drum 
and Bugle Corps announcing the resurrection of their cymbal line would make the 
organization more inclusive than other drum corps and drive in the best talent from 
around the world, resulting in record breaking numbers of auditionees that want to play 
cymbals for a finalist drum corps.

Reconnect With Alumni
Reinstating the _____ Drum and Bugle Corps Cymbal Line will allow you to tap into 
dormant alumni. This is a second way of making the _____ Drum and Bugle Corps more 
inclusive. From experience, I can say with a lot of confidence that you would get support 
from alumni who previously felt disconnected from their home corps.

Finances 
Fielding a cymbal line doesn’t have to be an expensive undertaking. Here are some ways 
to limit the cost:

Gear
With (insert cymbal company) as a partner, the cymbal line would receive their 
instruments within the already existing partnership. For the extra items that (insert 
cymbal company) does not usually include in a partnership deal like straps and pads, this 
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can be provided through a partnership with Seavine (my company, see next section) at 
no cost to the _____ Drum and Bugle Corps.

Besides limiting cost in gear, many points made under Identity & Philanthropy will bring in 
more money, offsetting any added cost of fielding a cymbal line:

• More auditionees means more revenue from audition fees, without missing out 
on revenue from auditionees on other instruments.

• Advertising that clinics are also geared towards cymbals will attract more cymbal 
players.
• More connected alumni means positive PR, more souvenir sales, and more 

volunteers.

Added Bonus: Partnership with Seavine 
If I get to join the instructional staff at _____ Drum and Bugle Corps, that comes with 
an added bonus, because of my company Seavine, LLC, a manufacturer and distributor of 
products for the marching arts. Here are a few business topics that can benefit the 
_____ organization:

Scholarships
I founded The Cymbal Scholarship in 2012. Its mission statement is to assist DCI and 
WGI cymbal players with their membership fees. Since its inception we have given away 
over $25,000 towards membership fees. Although I can’t guarantee _____ Drum and 
Bugle Corps cymbal players will win our scholarships for the 2020 DCI season, I can 
guarantee an opportunity for them to have part of their membership fees paid for.

Souvenir Booth
As it stands currently there isn't a corps that sells Seavine products including The 
Hornline Gloves, The Cymbal Gloves, our straps, and other accessories in their online store 
or at their souvenir booth on the road. It would be a great resource and opportunity to 
have these items stocked for the occasion of other DCI hornlines and cymbal lines in 
need of replacement pairs, fans wanting to purchase, and educational opportunities. I get 
countless emails throughout the summer months from spectators wanting to know 
where they can get the gear of ‘said drum corps’. Giving them a traveling resource would 
be incredibly beneficial for the fans, The _____ Store, and Seavine.
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Promotion & Advertising
Through the Seavine platform we can promote the announcement of the _____ Drum 
and Bugle Corps Cymbal Line. Our email list reaches a customer base of over 5,000 
people. Our social media platforms reach approximately 14,000. We can brainstorm 
related merchandise (i.e. T-shirt) to be released at the same time to help drive in revenue 
for the corps.

Media
If _____ Drum and Bugle Corps decide to field a cymbal line and/or use The Hornline 
Gloves for the brass, Seavine can offer included video and photo coverage of the corps 
through our partnership. (See audience reach above for this content.) These videos can 
be great for recruiting the following season as well.

Business Consulting & Fundraising
I am immersed in the business side of the marching community not just through Seavine 
but also structurally with Rhythm X. I am willing and able to offer guidance and vision 
with money generating projects for the corps if you are interested.

Wrap-Up 
I divided this plan to reinstate a cymbal line into three main parts; identity & 
philanthropy, finances, and the partnership with my company. When you think about it, all 
of the respective talking points under each category cross into the other. I tried to keep 
it shorter, but this blueprint shows you just how serious I am about this.

With great structure, planning and financial vision comes a recipe for a product that 
connects with the fans and alumni. With the caliber of a drum corps that _____ Drum 
and Bugle Corps is and the footing that Seavine has in the marching cymbal community, I 
think that a partnership between the two could not only set up a successful environment 
for the future cymbal line but would also set the standard in the marching music 
business scene. It’s a financially sound decision for the corps.

Lastly, it is my mission is to teach a finalist world class cymbal line in DCI next summer. I 
want that cymbal line to be at _____ Drum and Bugle Corps.
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About Chelsea 
Chelsea Levine is an established cymbal technician throughout the United States, Europe, 
and Asia.

She’s dedicating her post-marching career to the advancement of marching cymbals 
through teaching, building her company Seavine, & establishing The Cymbal Scholarship.

Chelsea has marched and taught in various groups around the world. She was fortunate 
enough to perform with Rhythm X, Crossmen, Jersey Surf, United Percussion & Gateway 
Indoor. Upon aging out, Chelsea has been a cymbal technician for Rhythm X since 2014, 
Colts and Spirit Drum and Bugle Corps, Centerville High School, Western Carolina 
University, & DrumSpirit. She has also promoted the art of cymbal playing in Europe and 
Asia with clinics in Belgium, Poland, Lithuania, China, and Thailand.

In 2010 Chelsea founded Seavine, a company that offers high quality cymbal and hornline 
performance products such as The Cymbal Gloves. She founded The Cymbal 
Scholarship- assisting WGI & DCI cymbal players with their membership fees. Since 2012, 
they have given away over $25,000 to marching cymbalists fully funded by Seavine profits.

Chelsea currently resides in Nashville, TN with her super cool quad tech husband 
Thomas Claesen and her energetic dog Rachel.

Contact:

info@seavine.co
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